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Patterns of Suprasegmental Tone Element in Chinese Discourse of Surabaya Citizen
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Abstract: According the background that tone suprasegmental element in Chinese language has a
distinctive character, this paper tries to uncover it in the discourse of the Surabaya citizen in declarative 
sentences and analyse the reason why these patterns occur. Pattern movement was analysed with a 
Praat program. Supporting theories of communicative competence were used. Research method used 
descriptive method with a qualitative approach. The research subjects were Surabaya citizen with a 
profiency in Chinese language. Analyses results discover that word patterns of all types of tones
(first/second/third/fourth/light tones) did not entirely follow the theoretical pattern and there exsists several 
deviations. This was due that the theoretical word pattern only consists of two words, while word patterns 
in this paper were natural discourse sentences  and it is also more difficult to change the muscle strain of the 
vocal chord from relaxed to strained position.While sentence tone patterns in Chinese declarative sentences 
in the discourse of the Surabaya citizen showed a decending pattern if the sentence only give information.
But has a asending pattern in the speaker did not agree to the information delivered. These tone patterns in 
declarative sentences depends on the context of speech, emotion of the speaker and vocabulary used.
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INTRODUCTION

Chinese language is a tone language and the
suprasegmental element of tone in Chinese has a
distinctive character. Tone patterns will differentiate the 
meaning in words and sentences. According to Zhao [1],
tone is the most difficult part for students whose mother 
tongue is not a tone language.. Speaking Chinese
without considering tone is impossible. In Chinese
besides suprasegmental element of intonation which 
influence meaning, tone function will also influence it. 
Interelated with the tone suprasegemental toward the 
word meaning, many words have the same spelling but
have a different meaning. Take for example the word 
kàn ‘see’ and kan  ‘chop’, these two words
have the same spelling but have a different tone. The 
first word has a tone four while the second word a tone 
three, causing a different meaning. This different
meaning when in a sentence will expresses an
ambiquous situation which can cause a fatal
misunderstanding. For example the sentence ni kàn ta

 which mean ‘you saw him’, when pronounced 
as ni kan ta  means ‘you chop him’. Or
embarrassing by saying Qing wen  (please kiss me) 
while meaning Qing wèn  (excuse me). Chinese
language has two kinds of tone. First, tone that
influence words which is called shengdiào or
tone and the second is tone which influence sentence 

meaning or speaker meaning called judiào  or 
intonation [2].

This paper examine suprasegmental tone patterns 
of the Chinese language discourse of the Surabaya
citizen whose mother language is not Chinese.
Discourse of Surabaya citizen was chosen because they 
possess a certain local dialect called Suroboyoan. This 
strong dialect can influence tone pattern and deliver
variations in the movement of a tone in a word or 
sentence. Underlying theories used are theories about 
communication competence according O’Grady [3].

COMMUNICATION COMPETENCE

Nowadays linguistic experts examining language
emphasize more on the functional and social aspects. 
This communicative concept was supported by the
English linguistic experts like Firth and
Halliday.Moreover, Halliday expands a theory of
language into seven language functions [4].
Communication competence consists of competence
to organize all language elements of grammatical
competence and textual competence. Besides that, a
competence to know the speaker meaning which is 
called grammatic competence, is still needed.
Organizatoric competence consists of grammatical
competence of phonological theory, vocabulary,
morphology and syntax. While textual competence
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•5 high •5 high •5 high • 5 high
•4 half-hight •4 half-hight •4 half-hight • 4 half-hight
•3 middle •3 middle •3 middle • 3 middle
•2 half-low •2 half-low •2 half-low • 2 half-low
•1 low •1 low •1 low • 1 low

Tone-one 55 tone-two 35  tone-three 214 tone-four 51

Fig. 1.1: “Registration five degree” According Zhao Yuan Ren [6]

Fig. 1.2: Combination pattern of two words with various tones [6]

involve theory about cohesion, coherence and rhetorical 
organization.

TONE IN CHINESE LANGUAGE

Suprasegmental element in Chinese language
posseses several terms ,such as chaoyinduàan yinwèi

 ‘freed from the phoneme part’, shàngjia
chéngsù ‘additional fundamental element’.
In Chinese language, the syllable formed from the same 
phoneme; when tone differs will cause a different word 
meaning too. For example the word ni with tone-two
and a Chinese font ní has a meaning ‘mud’, while 
the word ni with tone-three and a Chinese character ni

has a meaning ‘you’. So tone belongs to a syllable 
ranking in the domain of suprasegmental. When a
double phoneme with both syllables having a tone-three
is pronounced consecuitively like ninhao  a tone 
change will happen.Here the foregoing word will turn 
to tone-two. This phenomena belongs to a characteristic 
feature of a suprasegmental element [5].

Tone in Chinese language has a distinctive
meaning. The word ba[πa] for example, can several 
meanings depending the tone it possess. The word ba
[πa] with tone one and a tone code of a horizontal line 
above it means ‘eight’; the word  bá [πa] with tone 
two and a tone code of raising slanting line means ‘pull’; 
the word  ba [πa] with tone three and a tone code of 
a falling line to the right followed by an upward line to 
the right means ‘hold’; while the word bà [πa]

with tone four and a tone code of a descending line to 
the right means ‘stop’. There exists still one kind of 
tone called light-tone; it has not a specific pronouncing
manner but depends on the word in front of it.
Also the inscription is also not specific and it is 
allowed not to write the tone code, for example the 
word ba[πa] [6].

The distinctive meaning besides tone in Chinese 
language, is also determined by its written font form. 
This mean that for example the word ba[pa] with tone-
one and written  means ‘eight’; written means
‘to hold on it’; written as means ‘yearning’; written 
as  means ‘scar’ and if written as  means ‘goods 
from bamboo plaits’.To describe audible frequency
change more concrete and easy to understand, Chinese 
language generally uses a five degree pattern developed 
by Zhao Yuan Ren as follows [6]:

This light-tone is short light tone and also a
transformation form from the four tones described
before. So a light-tone has a specific feature, that is , it 
changes depending the tone movement in front of it [7].
According Xing [8], tone in Chinese language can alter 
too; two words having tone-three when composed in 
series, will cause a tone change. Generally word tone 
located behind influenced the word tone in front of it. A 
Chinese word having tone-three when combined/united
with a non-three word, this word will change from code
214?  to 211?  [8]. When three words having tone-three
are combined in a series, the two foregoing words will 
be pronounced as words having tone-two [8]. Two
words having various kinds of tone, when pronounced 
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in a combined manner can produce 20 kinds of tone 
patterns as shown in Fig . 1.2.

SINTAX IN CHINESE LANGUAGE

Chinese sentences according tone can be divided 
into declarative/question/command/shout-out sentences. 
Declarative sentences have a quiet and descending
pattern [9-11]. Declarative sentences are sentences
explaining events , revealing something, or commenting 
something. Usually inform something new to the
listener. Declarative sentences can further divided into 
several kinds; the important thing is to tell something,
describe something or comment something [12]. While 
about sentence tone, no theories were found and thus is
necessary to examine.

PRAGMATIC COMPETENCE

According Wijana [13], pragmatic is a science that 
studies meaning communicated by the speaker or
author (speaker meaning) and translated by the listener 
or reader. Meaning studied by pragmatic is the meaning 
related to a certain context  and how this context
influenced the listener or the reader toward what is said. 
So it is necessary to consider who the addressee is,
where, when and in what situation. It can be said that 
pragmatic is a study about context meaning (contextual 
meaning) [14]. Also it can be said that pragmatic as a 
study about the non appearing meaning of the speaker 
(intended meaning) and can be concluded as an
expression study of the nearness relationship of
meaning (pragmatics is the study of how more get 
communicated than is said) [14].

Pragmatics studies meaning externally in a sense it 
uncovers the purpose of the speaker (speaker meaning). 
It center on the purpose of the speaker on what is said 
and also what is behind the discourse.To clarify this 
limitation we can see the following example. “Wo gan
jì qián gei wo háizi./  have just 
sent mony to my child. This formal sentence without
considering the situation context of the speaker is
declarative that function to inform something. When
this discourse is used at a certain context , it usually has
a meaning to averse lending money, that it also
functioned to do something considered as illocution act 
(The Act of Doing Something) [13].

According Leech [15] there are several aspects to 
consider in studying pragmatics.Those aspects involve 
(1)speaker and addressee including age, social
background, gender, intimacy level and so on; (2) 
discourse context; in pragmatic this include all the
knowledge understood together between the speaker 
and the listener; (3) discourse purpose, here include all 

diverse discourse forms used to express the same or 
adverse meaning; various purpose can be presented 
with the same discourse; (4) the kind of discourse; that
was the spoken words at certain situations, depending 
on the speaker and the listener, also the time and place 
it was said.

In communication, the speaker always try to use 
words that is understood by the addressee. For this 
purpose, Grice purposes four maxims so that
conversation can proceed well. Every speaker has to 
obey maxim of quantity, maxim of quality, maxim of 
relevance and maxim of manner [16].

UNDERSTANDING DISCOURSE

Dell Hymes [in 17] said, to realize the statement of 
a discourse event, it must fulfill the discourse
component about time and place where the discourse 
took place; the situation at that place and time; the 
representatives involved; the purpose and aim of the 
discourse; statement forms and statement contents;
discourse form and speech content; the tone, the
manner and enthusiasm when a message is submitted; 
at the language rules, like spoken, written, interaction 
rule like manner of interruption, questioning, etc; kind
of delivery forms , like narrative/poetry/proverb/prayer
and so on.

Comprehension of language belongs to the study 
area of psycholinguistic. Clark and Clark [18] define
psycholinguistic as a language psychology related to 
comprehension, production and obtaining language.
From the definition [18, 19] it concluded it as a science 
that study the mental processes in the human brain 
when we speak. In the course for good understanding,
the human brain is able to process sound heard in such 
a manner that those sounds form words, not only having 
a meaning, but also appropriate to the context where 
those words where used. To get a picture of what we 
read or hear, we need the ability about sintax, semantics
and pragmatics combined [20].

This theory is useful for analyzing the cause factors 
behind the suprasegmental patterns in all kinds of
sentences  (declarative/question/command/shout-out)
from the observed data.

METHOD OF RESEARCH

Method used was descriptive with a qualitative 
approach. The rationale of using this method is that it is 
more capable to understand the chrononological plot 
and guide the researcher to find something
unexpectable during the research process. Another
superiority of qualitative research is that words
composed into a n arrative can give a more realistic
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Table 1.1: Example of trriangulating theory against praat data for a combination of two words with various tone combination
Triangulasi theory
Pattern displayed by Praat Theoretical pattiern of tone combination (Huang & Liao, 2005: 103)
Two tone-three words Combination of two tone-three words pattern

Time (s)
0 0.3835

Fig. 1.3: Example of a transcript data sheet

impression, alive and full of meanings [21]. Examined 
from the time reach, this research used synchronic time 
reach, which refer to a certain time.

The manner to choose the research subject is
carried out by participation observation, that means the 
researcher visited Chinese language courses in
Surabaya, or Chinese language departments in
universities in Surabaya, getting acquainted with
lectures, university students  and officials there, beside 
listening to radio broadcast in Chinese language.
Research source were Surabaya citizen, having or not
having a identity citizen card but working in Surabaya. 
Besides that, the subjects chosen has an ability to 
communicate in Chinese fluently, equal the Standard
HSK (Hànyu Shuipíng Kaoshì/  level 6 
to 8 (highest intermediate HSK level). Research was 
done in all four kinds of sentences (declarative,
command, question and shout-out),each of eight
examples.I n this paper, the example chosen were
conversation by a radio operator and a telephone
contactor listening the Strato broadcasting program.

Research data consists of recorded discourse and 
field notes. Data collecting activity is divided into three 
stages, that is data collecting procedure, transcript data
and code structuring. Raw data is then transcripted into 
audio recording merged with field notes and
transcripted into a transcript data sheet. This sheet
consists of phonetic copies of pinyin spelling and 

Chinese fonts along with tones spoken by the subjects. 
Then each sentence is displayed into a Praat graph. 
Spelling used was not IPA phonetic spelling but pinyin 
spelling. As stated by Miles and Huberman [21], in 
order to analyze widespread data in diverse statements,
a common way of solving is giving codes to the field
observation notes. In the this transcript data sheet it is 
represented with code number, subject and the kind of 
sentence. Next is a transcript example.

To describe tone change, a notation of numbers 
based on the Registration Theory of Five Degrees as
proposed by Zhao (in 6] was used (Fig. 1.1). Numbers
1-5 are numbers used to show the tone height according 
the appearance in the Praat graph. This number is 
based upon the height difference, so it is not an absolute 
number, but a relative one. Tone movement is
registered based on number at the beginning word
height. When the tone movement at the beginning and 
end of the sentence shows a Hz height not exactly the 
same as the previous number (1,2,3,4,5 ), with a higher 
than five points, then an accent code is typed on the 
upper right side beside it like  (1∪). When the
movement is less than five points from the previous 
number, then the accent code is typed on the lower right 
side like (1∩). The number typed in front shows the 
theoretical number, while the number typed after the 
line is equal to the number moving according the data. 
For example (2) = (4∪), where (2) is the height
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Table 1.2: Word tone patterns of the declarative sentence S1/01/DS

Tone Tone height movement
Word Meaning code of each word Hz Explanation of the tone movement within the sentence

1. Hen Very 214? (2) = (2) 202,9 This tone-three word ought to constantly decline, but shows a down and up pattern
(1) = (1) 174,9
(4) = (1' ) 182,0 

Continuation juncture

2. gao High 55→ (5) = (3) 220,9 This tone-one word ought to be flat, but shows a ascending pattern
(5) = (3) 225,4
(5) = (3) 225,5

Continuation juncture

3. xìng Interest 51⊆ (5) = (5) 300,4 This tone-four word already shows a constant decline, conform to the theoretical rule
(3) = (4) 248,9

(1) = (3∪) 226,8

4. jie To accept 55→ (5) = (3∪) 226,8 This tone-one word ought to be flat, but shows an up and down pattern
(5) = (3∪∪) 237,5

(5) = (3∪) 226,9

5. dào Arrive 51 ⊆ (5) = (3∪) 226,9 This tone-four word already shows a constant decline, conform to the theoretical rule
(3) = (3) 223,5
(1) = (1' ' ) 190,1

6. nín You 35 ⊂ (3) = (1' ' ) 190,1 This tone-two word ought to be rising, but instead shows a downward move
(4) = (1' ) 180,9
(5) = (1) 175,1

7. de Particle 0 (3) = (1) 175,1 This light-tone word (code 0) when spoken after a two-tone word ought to settle to
(3) = (1?) 170,2 number (3), but here precisely fit to number (1) of the preceding word and shows a

(3) = (1∩) 169,4 downward pattern

Stopping juncture

8. diàn Electricity 51 ⊆ (5) = (2) 206,4 This tone-four word already shows a constant decline, conform to the theoretical rule
(3) = (2) 202,7

(1) = (2∩?) 192,4

9. huà Discourse 51 ⊆ (5) = (1' ' ' )192,4 This tone-four word already shows a constant decline, conform to the theoretical rule
(3) = (1' ∪)187,0

(1) = (1∩∩∩∩) 146,5

according theory rule and (4∪) is the height shown by 
the obtained data. If there still exists that the number is 
not exactly the same, then a double accent is typed in 
the upper or lower part like 4∪∪ or 4∩∩. Tone
movement is registered thrice, that is in beginning,
middle and end of the discourse.

Data analysis is selected with sorting recorded
discourse with a Goldwve program, then processed.
With a Praat program to display the graph. For data 
validity, verification is done by triangulating data
pattern against the theoretical pattern, that is tone
pattern of two words combination, as appeared in
following Table 1.1.

TONE PATTERNS 
IN DECLARATIVE SENTENCES (DS)

The first example used were a radio operater and a 
customer (S1, S2). Their conversations were recorded,
then the discourse was separated with a Goldwave
program and the graph displayed with a Praat program. 
Tone of each word were registered at beginning, middle 
and end for observing and analyzing the patterns. Here
is the declarative sentence.

1) Hen gaoxìng jiedào nín de diànhuà.

∪Very happy receiving your call.∪ (S1/01/DS)⊆
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Table 1.3: Patterns of two word combination S1/01/DS
Word
combination Meaning

Theoreticl pattiern
of tone combination Pattern displayed by praat 

1. hen     gao

     214v  + 55?

Very high Tone three + tone one
This two word combination is alike.

2. gao    xìng

    55? + 51⊆

Happy Tone-one + Tone-four
Here a juncture occur;  when start saying xìng

, the end of word gao  rise, 

3. xìng    jie

51⊆+  55?

Start
recieving

Tone-four + Tone-one
Xìng  51⊆ shows  a declining slope. While 
jie  55? moves flat.

4. jie      dào

55? + 51⊆

Recieve Tone one + tone four 
First word jie  already moves flat. Second 
word dào  continue moving flat, not falling.

5. dào   nín

51⊆ + 35⊂

Arrive you Tone four + tone two 
End of word nín  does not move upward, 
instead it continue descending.

6.  nín    de

35⊂+ 0

Yours Tone two + light tone First word nín  do not move upward but 
downward. The word de  behind it has a 
light-tone if spoken after a tone-two word 
should position at a lower position than the 
end of the preceding word, instead it was 
spoken at the same level as the end tone of the 
preceding word.

7. de    diàn

0  +  51⊆

Electricity Light-tone + Tone-four
After the word de , a juncture happened. 
The word diàn , a tone-four word continues
to move flatly , not descending..

8. diàn     huà

51⊆ +  51⊆

Telephone Tone-four + Tone-four
The first word diàn  only descend slowly, 
while the second word huà  conform theory 
by rapid decending.

From the observation according the context , the 
sentence S1/01/DS is said by a radio operator serving a 
customer who orders Chinese songs. According field 
data, S1 is speaking politely. This is an opening
sentence to greet the customer. Data of Hz/dB/second
of sentence S1/01/ DS is displayed with a Praat program 
in the Fig. 1.4.

Chinese words may not always maintain their
theoretical pattern in sentences. The following word 
played an important role in the deviation. Table 1.2 
shows word tone patterns of the above sentence.

From Table 1.2 and Fig. 1.4 this declarative
sentence as a whole has a descending pattern, because 
the beginning tone-three word Hen 214?  with the tone 
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Table 1.4 Word tone patterns of the declarative sentence S2/02/DS

Word Meaning
Tone
code

Tone height movement 
of each word Hz Explanation of the tone movement within the sentence

Eemm 105,4
101,7
99,52

Stopping juncture
1. wo I 214v  (3) = (3) 225,1

 (4) = (4) 259,0
 (5) = (5) 270,4

The three-tone word wo  and tone code 214 v when uttered
sequenced to a tone-three word ye ? should move upward 35⊂ Here 
this conform it..

2. ye Also 214v (2) = (5) 270,4
(1) = (5∪) 279,9
(1) = (4∩?) 247,3

The three-tone word ye  sitting in the middle of a sentence, 
according theory should descend 211?. Here it is seen moving up 
and down.

Stopping juncture
3. hen very 214v (2) = (2) 215,6

(1) = (2) 211,2
(1) = (2?) 209,5

The three-tone word hen  sitting in the middle of a sentence, 
according theory should descend 211?. Here this conform it.

Stopping juncture
4. gao High 55→ (5) = (2) 216,6

(5) = (2?) 210,1
(5) = (2) 216,0

This tone-one word should move stable. Here this word is uttered at 
height level (5) which is nearly as level number (2) tone of the word 
before it and moving up and down in a small range.

Stopping juncture
5. xìng Interest 51⊆ (5) = (2) 219,4

(3) = (1) 199,7
(1) = (1?) 190,5

This tone-four word already moves downward, conform with theory.

Stopping juncture
6. ting Hear 55 → (5) = (3' ) 233,6

(5) = (3) 228,2
(5) = (3' ) 231,6

This tone-one word should move flat. Here it moves down then up 
again.

7. dào Arive 51⊆ (5) = (3' ) 233,6
(3) = (2) 216,0
(1) = (1? ? ? ? )  1 8 3 , 6

This tone-four word conform theory by moving downward.

8. nín You 35 ⊂ (3) = (1?? ? ? )  18 3 , 6
(4) = (1? ? ? ? ) 173,7 
(5) = < (1) 167,9

This tone-two word should move upward, instead it moves
downward.

Stopping juncture
9. de particle 0 (3) = (1? ? ? ? ) 175,0 

(3) = (1? ? ? ? ) 178,8
(3) = (1? ? ? )  1 8 3 , 8

According theory, a light-tone word uttered after a tone-two word 
should descend to high level number (3), just the equal number 
(1? ? ? ? ) of the preceding word. Here it is seen constantly rising.

10. sheng Voice 55→  (5) = (1? ? ? )  1 8 3 , 8  
 (5) = (1) 196,1
 (5) = (4?? )  2 50 ,50

This tone-one word should move flatly. Here it constantly rises.

Stopping juncture
11. yin Voice 55→ (5) = (1) 197,8

(5) = (1? ? ? ? ? )  1 7 6 , 3
(5)= (1? ? ? ? ? )  1 7 5 ,  7

This tone-one word should move flatly. Here it constantly descend.

Fig. 1.4: Praat figure of tone pattern S1/01/DS Fig. 1.5: Praat figure of tone pattern S2/02/DS

hen gao xìng jie dàonín de diàn huà
Em....Wo yehen gao xìng  tingdào ni de sheng yin
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Table 1.5: Patterns of two word combination S2/02/DS
Word
combination Meaning

Theoreticl pattiern
of tone combination Pattern displayed by praat 

1.Wo ye

   214v+214v

I also Tone three + tone three The word Wo a three-tone word when uttered in 
series with a tone-three word ought to rise 35 ? and
word ye  following behind should move downward
211 ?. Here, movement of word Wo  Wo  is less 
steep. The word ye behind it, should start at high

leverlnumber  (2)   which   is  lower  than  the  preceding 
                                      word,  but instead  it positioned at a higher value (4) and
                                      moves up and down.

2. ye hen

   214v+214v

Also
very

Tone three + tone three The word ye . moves up and down. After the juncture, 
the word hen  a three-tone word conforming theory, 
moves downward.

3. hen gao

   214v+55→

Very
high

Tone three + tone one The word hen . a three-tone word, in the middle of a
sentence is uttered as 211? conforming theory. The 
word gao , a tone-one word does not position at a 
higher level as mention in the theory.

4. gao xìng

   55→+51⊆

Happy Tone one + tone four The word gao  moves slightly up and down, while 
word xìng , a tone-four word moves downward
conforming theory

5. xìng t ing

   51⊆+55→

Interested
hear

Tone four + tone one The word xìng  moves relatively flat. While ting
has a move downward then go-up pattern.
.

6. ting dào

   55→+51⊆

Hear Tone one + tone four Ting  and dào  conform theory by moving flat then 
slightly downward.

7. dào nín

   51⊆+35⊂

Arrive
you

Tone four + tone two Here the word dào  moves flat. Behind it the word nín
 a tone-two word, instead of moving upward, moves 

downward.

8. nín de

   35⊂+ 0

Yours Tone two + light tone Here, the word nín  does not move upward, instead 
moves downward. And word de  actually must begin 
at a low position, but has the same tone level with the 
word in front of it.

9. de sheng

    0+55→

Particle
sound

Light tone + tone one Here, a light-tone word has no theory and in the data 
moves slightly upward. Behind it, the word sheng
a tone-one word has a stable at one position, instead it 
rises then drops

10. sheng yin 

    55→+55→

Sound Tone one + tone one The word sheng , a tone-one word moves
upward.Tthe following word yin . moves slightly 
downward
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Table 1.6: Word tone patterns of the declarative sentence S1/05/DS

Word Meaning
Tone
code

Tone height movement 
of each word Hz Explanation of the tone movement within the sentence

1. xie Write 214v (2) = (2)191,9
(1) = (1)145,6
(4) = (4) 208,6

The word xie  is a tone-three word, actually has to be spoken as 
211? , instead here it is spoken as full tone-three 214v, moving 
downward first then upward again.

2. de particle 0 (4) = (4) 208,6
(4) = (4) 212,1
(4) = (4) 210,6

This is a light-tone word and spoken after a tone-three word and
already take position at level number (4) conforming theory.

Stopping juncture

3. shì To be 51⊆ (5) = (5) 284,4
(3) < (5? ? ? ? ) 250,2 
(1) > (4' ' ' ' ) 234,8

This tone-four word moves downward conforming theory

Stopping juncture

4. bú Not 35⊂ (3) = (2' ) 197,4
(4) = (2' ' ) 199,0 
(5) = (2' ' ) 200,5

This tone-two word already moves upward conforming theory, only 
it moves in a small range.

Stopping juncture

5. cuò Wrong 51⊆ (5) = (5) 282,1
(3) = (5? ? ? )  2 7 4 , 2  
(1) < (5? ? ? ? )  2 5 8 , 3

This tone-four word moves downward conform to theory.

height level two is at 202,9 Hz and after S1 finished the 
last tone-four word huà 51⊆, with the tone height level
one is at 146, Hz. Word pattern of the word Nín 35⊂a
tone-two word, according the theoretical rule must have 
a constant ascending tone, but in this sentence descend 
from 190,1 Hz to 175.1 Hz. According the theoretical 
rule, a tone-three word when position in the center of a 
sentence will descend; for example the word hen  in 
this sentence, this tone-three word obey this pattern.
Tone-one words, according the theoretical pattern is flat,
but here, like word jie . has initial a upward and later
a downward move. Combination of two words patterns 
were checked against the theoretical rule in Table 1.3.

2) Em..... Wo  ye  hen  gaoxìng tingdào ni  de  shengyin.
Em...... ⊆
∪Em….. I am also happy to hear your voice∪ (S2/02/DS)

According the context discourse, this sentence
S2/02/DS is spoken by a radio Strato customer
requesting Chinese songs. From the field data, S2 is 
speaking naturally. This sentence responds the radio-
operator greeting. In order to obtain Hz/dB/second data,
this sentence is displayed in Fig. 1.5 by a Praat program.

Tone pattern of Chinese words when combined to 
other words, may change from the theoretical rule as 
shown in Table 1.4.

From Table 1.4 and Fig. 1.5 the overall pattern of 
sentence S2/02/ DS descends. The sentence begin with 
the word wo 214v a tone-three word and tone-height
moves f rom high level number (3) at 225.1 Hz. After

S2 finished with the last word yin 55→ a tone-one
word, its height at level number (5) shows 175.7 Hz. 
Height level at number (5) ought to be higher than level
number (3) at the beginning of the sentence, but here 
instead show a lower value. Movement of word ye 214

vbecause of followed by 214 va tone-three word,
according theory, the tone pattern of word ye should
change to 35⊂, but instead shows a ascending curve 
and then descend. So, pattern of this three-tone word 
does not conform to the theory. Combination of two 
words with different tones of sentence S2/02/DS are 
shown in Table 1.5.

3) Xie de shì búcuò.

' What is written is “not wrong”' (S1/05/DS)

Observaton according the context discourse,
sentence S1/05/DS was spoken by the radio operator to 
answer the customer question about last week puzzle. 
According data observation, S1 informed that the
customer answer was not correct. Data of Hz/dB/second
of sentence S1/05/DS is displayed by a Praat program 
in Fig. 1.6.

Chinese words may not always maintain their
theoretical pattern in sentences. The following word 
played an important role in the deviation. Table 1.6 
shows word tone patterns of the above sentence.

From Table 1.6 and Fig. 1.6 the overall tone
pattern  of  this sentence ascends, starting with the word
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Table 1.7: Patterns of two word combination S1/05/DS
Word
combination Meaning

Theoreticl pattiern
of tone combination Pattern displayed by praat 

1. Xie de 

   214v+0

To write it Tone three + light tone The word Xie  has a 214v movement, followed by de
. A light-tone word which already position at a high 

level.

2. de shì 

   0+51?

Particle
To be 

The light-tone word de  has no theoretical pattern and 
here moves up and down.

3. shì bú

   51? +35?

Is not Tone four + tone two Tone pattern of shì  resembles theory, while bú .
behind it because spoken in a short time, the movement 
of tone-two is not clearly seen.

4. bú cuò

 35? +51?

Not wrong tone two + tone foue Upward movement of bú  is not clear because of too 
short time. The word cuò  already has a downward 
movement, but it is started at the highest level, while 
according theory it should start at a low level.

Fig. 1.6: Praat figure of tone pattern S1/05/DS

xie 214v, a tone-three word and tone high level (2) at 
191,9 Hz. At the end of the sentence, after S1 said the 
last word cuò 51? , a tone-four word and tone level (1)
at 258.3 Hz. This meant that the level of (1) should be 
lower than level (2) at the starting word, instead t has a 
higher Hz. So this sentence has an upward pattern. In 
this sentence there is only one tone-three word. And it
seems that this tone-three word acts as a full three tone 
with a code 214v , which mean it moves downward first 
and thereafter moves upward. Tone-two word does 
not move upward, instead it moves downward. Word
combination of sentence S1/05/DS show patterns in 
Table 1.7 

4) Rán hou dà jia jiù shuo bú cuò búcuò.

∪Then men say no foul no foul∪. (S2/06/DS)?
Observation according context , sentence S2/06/ DS

is said by someone calling the radio operator and

Fig. 1.7: Praat figure of tone pattern S2/06/DS

commented that his answer of the last week puzzle
is correct. To obtain data of Hz/dB/second of this
sentence, a Praat program was used  and the pattern 
shown in Fig. 1.7

Chinese words may not always maintain their
theoretical pattern in sentences. The following word 
played an important role in the deviation. Table 1.8 
shows word tone patterns of the above sentence.

From Table 1.8 and Praat Fig. 1.7, it is seen that 
the declarative sentence S2/06/DS as a whole has n 
upward movement. This sentence is started with word 
Rán 35? a tone-two word and a movement at the
beginning sentence with a tone high level (3) at 222.1 
Hz. After S2 finished the sentence at the word cuò 51?

a tone-four word, positioning at level (1) and 307.7 Hz. 
This shows that level (1) actually should to be lower 
than level (3) at the beginning of the sentence, but 
instead was higher. According pattern movement of 
tone-two, the three words Rán  and bú ; the word

Xie de shì bú cuò
Rán hou dà jia jiù shuo bú cuò bú cuò
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Table 1.8: Word tone patterns of the declarative sentence S2/06/DS

Word Meaning
Tone
code

Tone height movement 
of each word Hz Explanation of the tone movement within the sentence

1. Rán Correct 35⊂ (3) = (3) 222,1
(4) = (4) 233,3
(5) = (5) 292,5

This tone-two word constantly rises according theory

2. hou Behind 51⊆ (5) = (5) 292,5
(3) = (5? ? ? ? )  2 7 0 ,7
(1) = (4) 233,8

This tone-four word constantly decreases, according theory

Stopping juncture
3. dà Correct 51⊆ (5) = (5? ? )  2 8 1 ,8

(3) = (4' ' ' ' ' )
264,2
(1) = (4' ' ) 243,2

This tone-four word constantly decreases according theory

4. jia Home 55→ (5) = (4' ' ) 243,2
(5) = (4' ' ) 240,2
(5) = (3' ) 227,6

This tone-one word ought to move flat , instead it decreases

Stopping juncture

5. jiù Immediatly 51⊆ (5) = (4) 230,8
(3) = (3) 221,1
(1) = (4) 236,3

This tone-four word decrease then increase again, denying theory.

Stopping juncture

6. shuo Berbicara 55→ (5) = (4) 230,8
(5) = (3) 221,1
(5) = (3) 218,9

This tone-one word ought to move flat , instead it decreases

Stopping juncture

7. bú No 35⊂ (3) = (4) 233,5
(4) = (4' ' ) 241,0
(5) = (4' ' ) 242,6

Tis tone-two word rises 35?  according theory

Stopping juncture

8. cuò Wrong 51⊆ (5) = (5' ) 299,9
(3) = (5?)  287 ,2
(1) = (4' ' ' ' ' ) 261,9

This tone-four word decreases according theory

Stopping juncture

9. bú No 35⊂ (3) = (2) 114,4
(4) = (2) 114,5
(5) = (1) 103,0

This tone-two word ought to move up  35? , instead it moves down.

Stopping juncture

10. cuò Wrong 51⊆ (5) = (5' ' ' ) 309,1
(3) = (5' ' ' ) 308,0
(1) = (5' ' ' ) 307,7

This tone-four word resembles theory by slightly moving down.

Fig. 1.8: Praat figure of tone pattern S1/07/DS

Rán  has already conform theory by moving up. The 
front bú  also moves upward, but the following bú
moves slightly up and then moves down. Also seen that 
all five words having a tone-four shows a down
movement conforming theory; only one word jiù has
a downward movent followed by a rise. Pattern
combination of various word tones is shown in
Table 1.9.

5) Ooh, Dà jia shuo bù hao eeih.
Ooh, eeih? ?
∪Ooh, people say it is not good, eeih.∪ (S1/07/DS) 

Ooh, Dà  jia shuobù hao eeih
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Table 1.9: Patterns of two word combination S2/06/DS

Word
combination Meaning

Theoreticl pattiern
of tone combination Pattern displayed by Praat 

1. Rán hòu

35? +51?

Then Tone two + tone four Tone movement of the word combination resembles
theory.

2. hòu dà

51? +51?

Big behind Tone four + tone four Hòu a tone-four word shows a pattern according

thery. The word dà  move downward conforming

theory. Meanwhile the word jia  actually has to move 
flat at a high position, here it shows a descending

pattern.

3. dà jia

51? +55→

People Tone four + tone one The word dà already must has a downward pattern,

but here only slightly. Meanwhile jia has to move 
flat at a high position, but here it descend.

4. jia jiù

55→+51?

Home
immediately

Tone one + tone four Jia has a descend. While jiù moves down and
then up.

5. jiù shuo

51? +55→

Quikly Say Tone four + tone one jiù here after descending it rises again. Word shuo
actually must move flat , here it descend.

6. shuo bú

 55→+35?

Say No Tone one + tone two Shuo a tone-one word shows a descending pattern.

The word bú  a tone-two word rises conforming
theory.

7. bú cuò

35? +51?

No mistake Tone two + tone four bú already resembles theory by moving up. The word 

cuò also shows a downward movement.

8. cuò bú

51? +35?

Wrong No Tone four + tone two The front word cuò already descends.The word
behind it , bú actually has to have a rising pattern, but 
here after rising, take a downward move to a low
position.

9. bú cuò

35? +51?

No Mistake Tone two + tone four The word bú twice show an up and down movement.

The word cuò . takes a downward move at a high 
position.
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Table 1.10: Word tone patterns of the declarative sentence S1/07/DS

Word Meaning
Tone
code

Tone height movement
of each word Hz Explanation of the tone movement within the sentence

Ooh 193,5
204,1
200,2

This shout out word has no fixed pattern. Here it is seen moving
upward then d.

Jeda perhentian
1. Dà Big 51? (5) = (5) 294,1

(3) > (5) 316,1
(1) > (5) 326,4

This tone-four word ought to move downward, instead it rises first 
then downward.

2. jia Home 55→ (5) = (6) 326,4
(5) = (7) 362,1
(5) = (7?)  356

This tone-one word ought to move stable, instead it shows a
movingup-down pattern.

Stopping juncture
3. shuo Say 55→ (5) = (7' ' ' )387,4

(5) = (6) 324,8
(5) = (7' ) 368

This tone-one word also shows a moving down-up pattern instead of 
being flat .

Stopping juncture
4. bù No 51? (5) = (7' ' ' ) 382,2

(3) = (7' ) 366,5
(1) = (6' ' ' ' ) 343,1

This tone-four word moves downward conforming theory.

5. hao Good 214v (2) = (6' ' ' ' ) 343,1
(1) = (5) 306,5
(4) = (5' ) 309,2

This tone-three word has an ending position and is uttered conforming 
theory 214v

Stopping juncture
6. eeih 187,2

161,4
152,3

This shout out word has no fixed pattern. and is uttered in a downward 
tone.

Table 1.11: Patterns of two word combination S1/07/DS
Word
combination Meaning

Theoretical pattern
of tone combination Pattern and tone level displayed by Praat

1. Dà jia

51? +55→

People Tone four + tone one Here the tone pattern does not look alike. Tone Dà in
front should fall, instead it ascend. The word jia in
the back should descend, instead it ascend.

2. jia shuo

55→+55→

Home
say

Tone one + tone one The word jia in front shoud move flatly, here it 
moves up and down. The word shuo in the back
should move flatly, instead it moves downward and then 
upward again.

3. shuo bù

55→+51?

Say
no

Tone one + tone four The word shuo in front does not have aflat pattern,
instead it moves up and down. The word bù behind
already has the pattern according theory.

4. bù hao

51? +214 v

Not good Tone four + tone three The word bù infront already is alike the theory
pattern. While the word hao behind also show a 
likely pattern.

Observation according context, sentence S1/07/DS 
is said by the radio operator, which was discussing the 
correct answer of the last week puzzle. To obtain data 
of Hz/dB/second of this sentence, a Praat program was 
used  and the pattern shown in Fig. 1.7.

Chinese words may not always maintain their
theoretical pattern in sentences. The following word 
played an important role in the deviation. Table 1.10 
shows word tone patterns of the above sentence.

From Table 1.10 and Fig. 1.7 is observerd that
thisdeclerative sentence counting the soud-oud word, 
has an overall downword pattern, because the starting 
word “Ooh” has a tone high 193,5 Hz, while the ending 
word “eeih” has 152,3 Hz. If the soud-oud words were 
not counted, this sentence has instead an ascending 
pattern of tone, because the stardting tone-four word dà

51?  with a tone level (5) at 294,1 Hz. When uttering 
the tone-three word hao 214 v the tone level (4) at
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Table 1.12: Word tone patterns of the declarative sentence S2/08/DS

Word Meaning
Tone
code

Tone height movement
of each word Hz Explanation of the tone movement within the sentence

1. Nà That 51? (5) < (1)196,8
(3) = (1) 203,8
(1) = (1) 202,6

This tone-four word according theory has to move downward, instead 
is moving upward.

Stopping juncture

2. shì Is 51? (5) = (5) 311,0
(3) = (5) 310,1
(1) = (5) 313,4

Tis tone-four word according theory has to move steeply downward, 
instead it descend not more than 5 points, or has a relative flat pattern..

Stopping juncture

3. cuò Wrong 51? (5) < (1? ? ? ? ? ) 114, 0
(3) < (1? ? ? ? ? ) 111,9
(1) < (1? ? ? ? ? )  1 0 2 , 1

This tone-four word already moves downward, conforming theory.

Stopping juncture

4. de particle 0 (1) = (1? ? ? ? ? ) 1 0 9 , 7
(1) = (1? ? ? ? ? ) 1 0 9 , 8
(1) = (1? ? ? ? ? ) 1 1 4 , 4

For a light-tone word, there does not exit a theoretical pattern.Untuk
kata bernada ringan ini tidak ada pola teorinya di sini berpola naik 
landai.

Table 1.13: Patterns of two word combination S2/08/DS
Jenis gabungan 
kata Arti

Pola gabungan
nada menurut teori Pola menurut data

1. Nà shì 

    51? +51?

That is Tone four+tone four Tone of the word Nà  in front should move

downward, instead it moves upward. The word shì
actually shoud move downward, instead after moving
downward, it moves upward again.

2. shì cuò 

   51? +51?

Is wrong Tone four + tone four The tone pattern of word shì  doesnot move down. 

The word cuò  behind has a too low tone level.

3. cuò de

   51? +51?

Wrong Tone four + light tone The word cuò  has a descending tone conforming
theory. The word de
a light-tone word has arising pattern.

Fig. 1.9: Praat figure of tone pattern S2/08/DS

309,2 Hz. This level (4) is still higher than the starting 
word at 294,1 Hz. When uttering the tone-three word 
hao 214 v. The tone level (4) at 309,2 Hz, this level (4) 
is still higher than the starting word at 294,1 Hz, hence 
an ascending pattern. In this sentence there only exixt 
one tone-three word that is hao 214 v, it seems that this 
word has a perfect tone-three word pettern 214? , not 
211? because position at the end of the sentence. Also 
observed the tone-one word jia  which should be 
stable at level (5), but showns an upword
thendownword movement. While the other tone-one
word shuo ? moves first downword than upword.

Nà shì cuò de
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Combination word of this sentence has a tone pattern as 
in Table 1.11. 

6) Nà shì cuò de.

∪ Then, it is wrong.∪ (S2/08/DS)

Observation according context show that sentence 
S2/08/DS was said by the telephone operator about the 
answer of the puzzle. Here she declared that the answer 
of the customer is wrong. To obtain data of
Hz/dB/second of each word in this sentence, the tone 
pattern was displayed with a Praat program as shown in 
Fig. 1.8.

Chinese words may not always maintain their
theoretical pattern in sentences. The following word 
played an important role in the deviation. Table 1.12 
shows word tone patterns of the above sentence.

From Table 1.12 and Fig. 1.9, is observed that the 
overall declarative sentence has a downward pattern,
because the satring word nà 51? a tone-four word has a 
tone level (5) at 196,8 Hz and was finished with the 
word de at a tone level (1) an 114,4 Hz. So a 
downward pattern. It was also observed that three
words of tone-four show no descending pattern
according theory; those words are nà first ascending
and afterward descending; the word shì first
descending and afterward ascending. While cuò
already conform theory by constantly descending. From 
the combination of words, the tone patterns were
observed in Table 1.13.

CONCLUSION

From the above discourse it is obvious that when a 
speaker said a declarative merely to say hello or inform 
something, the sentence pattern will show a descending 
tone. While if the speaker think that the information is 
wrong, he/she will utter a response sentence with a an
scending tone. Patterns from those five word tone
frequently defy the theoretical rule. This is because the 
theoretical rule are patterns of individual words not in 
sentences. While in combination of two words,
deviation in a sentence was caused by the difficulty of 
the vocal chord adjustment from strained to rela xed
position. Tone-one words which according theory have 
flat patterns, never show flat patterns, because it is 
difficult to maintain the vocal chord at the same level 
for a prolonged period. Tone-two words which
according theory have a constant upward pattern,
frequently show a constant downward pattern, or up 
and down, or down and up pattern, because it is 
difficult to change the vocal chord from relaxed to 
strained position. Tone-three words when position in 

the middle of a sentence usually show the right
pattern.Tone-four words according theory have a
constant downward pattern, already show this , because 
it is easy to change the vocal chord from strained to 
relaxed position. Light-tone words have no theory  and
data show it sometimes have a constant downward 
pattern, sometimes up and down or down and up pattern.
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